What's the Scoop?

By Fred Piscop '70

Across
1. Remove, to a proofreader
5. Wooden fastener
10. Shells, but not BBs
15. Like Darth Vader
16. Stradivari's mentor
17. Scrub, as a mission
18. Parts of a comic routine
19. Makes less slippery, perhaps
20. Charity beneficiary
21. Coffee liqueur with chocolate swirl, named for Cornell's home
24. Shirt with a graphic
25. ___ New York minute
26. Actress Issa ___ who voiced Spider-Woman
27. Pitchfork-shaped letter
28. Shells and BBs
31. Riverbed sediment
35. High woodwinds
38. "The Way" singer Grande
40. Photo finish result, perhaps
41. Vanilla with brownie chunks and caramel swirl, named for Cornell's mascot
44. In need of nursing
45. Lincoln-Douglas confrontation
46. Dull pains
47. Rain in bucketfuls
49. "Apollo 13" org.
50. Get on in years
51. Put on a show
53. Entertainer of G.I.s
54. King Kong, for one
57. Coffee, named for Cornell's founder
63. Beer hall vessel
64. Steer clear of
65. Sharer's pronoun
66. Totally pointless
67. Officiate at a bake-off, say

68. Nabisco's top seller
69. Is visibly frightened
70. Bumps off, as a dragon
71. "Shucks!"

Down
1. Balance-reducing entry
2. Clickable party notice
3. Flexible, like a ballerina
4. "Frozen" snow queen
5. Coca-Cola's bottled water brand
6. D-Day beach
7. Place for a mural
8. Ides of March exclamation
9. The brainy Simpson
10. "The Taming of the Shrew" city
11. "Humble" residences
12. iTunes download
13. Home to an arboreal animal
14. Wolfed down
15. Locked lips with
16. Weather map line
17. ___ capita income
18. Floor measurements
19. Sporty Mazda
20. Paddock parent
21. Poison ivy woe
22. Upturned-thumb Facebook button
23. Kinisi title role of 1979
24. Sad news item
25. Gallbladder contents
26. Eye lasciviously
27. Pop group with a palindromic name
28. Whence Henry VIII's Catherine
29. Better than fair
30. Judo class surfaces
31. Parks of civil rights
32. Air hero
33. "Semper fi" military person
34. Comments to the crowd
35. Walkers' supporters
36. State of harmony
37. Honda's upscale brand
38. Less diluted
39. Big name in printers
40. Sicilian erupter
41. Enthusiasm, plus
42. Judo class surfaces
43. Better than fair
44. Savor, as a fine wine